Testimonials

“These introductory chapters should be in history books in every school” (Josephine Kagaya, in Japan).

“Thanks for bugging me - freaking amazing!” (Brian Day).

“Wayne, I printed off and read the first three chapters. I am very intrigued. Will email more” (Dean Bruce).

“If the three chapters you’re referring to, is about the subject you mentioned in your last email, wow. It sounds like you’re determined to go into the lion’s den and smack him upside the head. I have read quite a lot about that, all I want to know is where did you go to get the cojones for that—your local bowling alley? (Michael Scott).

“Regarding, They Live Among Us: I guess Wayne has the Jesus/Jew topic nailed quite well. . . I am not an expert on this topic, but based on Wayne’s work, I will call [it] an education. That ought to be enough to wipe the sleep out of Edna’s eyes, Thanks!” (Jim Stone).